Chapter 6  FLOATING DOCKS INFORMATION

**UNITED (H.U.D.) Tsing Yi**
- Length at bottom block: 270m
- Entrance breadth: 41.6m
- Lifting capacity: 40,000 tonnes
- Depth over block: 10m

**YIU LIAN No.1 F/D (Yiu Lian Dock) Tsing Yi**
- Length at bottom block: 177.7m
- Entrance breadth: 26.8m
- Lifting capacity: 12,000 tonnes
- Depth over block: 7m

**YIU LIAN No.3 F/D (Yiu Lian Dock) Tsing Yi**
- Length at bottom block: 287m
- Entrance breadth: 45.8m
- Lifting capacity: 45,000 tonnes
- Depth over block: 9m